ABSTRACT Despite the deep neural networks(DNN) has achieved excellent performance in image classification researches, the training of DNNs needs a large of clean data with accurate annotations. The collect of a dataset is easy, but it is difficult to annotate the collecting data. On the websites, there exist a lot of image data which contains inaccurate annotations, but training on these datasets may make networks easier to over-fit the noisy labels and cause performance degradation. In this work, we propose an improved joint optimization framework, which mixed the mix-up entropy and Kullback-Leibler (KL) entropy as the loss function. The new loss function can give the better fine-tuning after the framework updates both the label annotations. We conduct experiments on CIFAR-10 dataset and Clothing1M dataset. The result shows the advantageous performance of our approach compared with other state-of-the-art methods.
INTRODUCTION
Deep neural network has achieved impressive performance on computer vision problems. When we track the successful factors of DNN, many large-scale datasets with accurate annotations such as ImageNet, CIFAR-10, cannot been ignored. However, more datasets are crawled from websites with noisy annotations. On the one hand, it is difficult to collect datasets with clean labels unless manual annotation, but manual annotations are expensive and timeconsuming, and sometimes may still cause inevitable errors. On other hand, training on noisy labeled dataset, conventional DNNs will first learn clean labels, then the DNN will over-fit training data with noisy labels [1] . The study in this paper addresses the Prominent issue: how can we effectively achieve great training results under noisy labeled datasets.
Learn with noisy labels has been studied for a long time [2, 3] . Common methods including dropout and early stopping are used in many prominent neural networks. However, these methods do not necessarily work because they sometimes may prevent networks from reducing training loss. Many other methods often require prior knowledge, such as an auxiliary clean dataset [4] , or the confusion matrix between noisy and clean labels [5] . Thus those methods are often difficult to apply in practice.
To address this problem, we propose the improved loss entropy, which consists of mix-up entropy and KullbackLeibler (KL) entropy. The new loss function is better able to resist noisy data better than pure KL entropy. We apply the improved loss function based on the joint optimization framework [6] which can update the parameters of network and correct the inaccurate labels simultaneously. The new framework is shown in Fig.1 .
Our contributions are as follows: 1. We proposed a mixed loss function which consists of the KL entropy and mix-up entropy. The new loss function is better able to resist noisy data better than pure KL entropy. 2. We observe that when the DNN is added one new mixup layer, the network will not memorize the noisy labels and perform the high testing accuracy. Due to the mix-up, network can extract the most important feature from the images. This reinforce the findings of Zhang.et.al [7] . He called this technique as data augmentation. 3. We perform experiments on both synthetic and real noisy datasets by using our method (e.g., CIFAR-10 and Clothing1M [4] ). The experiment results demonstrate the state-of-the-art of our method. In addition, we illustrate that our method can perform better with more frequent learning rate attenuation.
Related Work
Recently, learning with noisy labels has attracted increasing attention. We first briefly introduce some related work.
Zhang.et.al. [8] had shown that deep neural networks can learn any dataset regardless of whether the training labels are random. It leads to two issues: first, the DNNs will learn the noisy labels completely with the decreases of the test accuracy; second, we cannot learn the random labels well. However, Tanaka.et.al. [6] Figure 1 . The concept of our improved joint optimization framework. The noisy labels have been updated by the backbone networks' outputs. The fine-tuning network uses new loss to train. labels. In literature [6] , it uses the average of DNNs' prediction as the estimated labels and obtain high test accuracy. Our method is inspired by this research.
Zhang.et.al. [7] shows that mix-up can improve the generalization of DNNs. He uses this technique to extend the training distribution instead of empirical risk minimization (ERM). Our method is partly inspired by this work, but more principled and effective.
Label noise is a prominent problem, there are many researches about it. Common synthetic noise can be divided into two types: symmetric noise [9] and asymmetric noise [10] . In following section, we will show more details about two types' noise.
There are many methods to handle noisy labels. One intuitive solution is to remove those images with noisy labels [11] . However, many important feature may be dropped when we remove those unreliable samples. Thus, people have to found other methods to handle this problem. There are two main ways to solve this problem. One is to construct the confusion matrix of clean and noise labels. Tong.et.al [4] and Sainbayar.et.al [10] try to construct one estimated matrix to approximate the actual noise distribution. However, those methods need some prior information which cannot be obtain in practice. Ma.et.al. [1] proposed a dimensionality-driven learning strategy. He found that DNNs exhibit distinctive learning styles when trained on noisy labels versus when trained on clean labels. However, this method needs a lot of calculation time because it needs to estimate the Local Intrinsic Dimensionality (LID) which calculates the k-nearest neighbor set of training images.
Another effective method is to make the network robust to noise by using new loss function. In literature [12] , the forward and backward loss function are proposed. They found that those two loss functions are noise-tolerant.
[31] proposes a new loss function which can be seen as a generalization of mean absolute error and categorical cross entropy. Deep label distribution learning was introduced by Cao.et.al. [9] , which was proposed to handle label uncertainty. This method inspires the research of [3] . In [3] , they proposed one new framework by using improved KL loss function to deal with noisy labels. It can be called as probabilistic end-to-end noise correction in labels (PENCIL). This method states that they do not need any auxiliary clean dataset or prior information about noise labels. However, the loss function it uses needs to know whether the noisy rate is high. When the noisy rate is high, it may fail to update the parameters of DNN.
Existing methods usually need some prerequisites which cannot be obtain in practice. In this paper, we propose a new loss function which based on [3] , it requires no prior information and still achieve high test accuracy compared with other methods.
Method
First of all, it is necessary to define the notations in this study. We denote the column in bold (e.g. 
Correct noisy labels
In this section, we describe first step of out method, it is shown in left side of Fig.1 . Through this step, we can update noisy labels to clean labels.
Generally, for supervised c-class classification problem with clean labels, the optimization objective is,
where the L is shown in Eq.(1). However, if we train the network by Eq.(2) on noisy labels, the test accuracy will VOLUME XX, 2017 9 decrease seriously. Tanaka.et.al. [6] have found that high learning rate suppresses the memorization ability of DNNs.
In other words, if we train the network with high learning rate, Eq.(2) will show different response for clean labels and noisy labels. Based on this observation, we can update noisy labels by using SGD in the direction to decrease Eq.(2). Following [6] , considering the left side of Fig.1 , the 
Regularization loss p L : Due to the label is one-hot vector, we do not know the probability of each class. The network tends to assign the output to single class as the number of training epochs increases. To solve this problem, [6] introduce the regularization loss 
According to the left side of Fig.1 , the first step of our method can be summarized as follows,   ) to fine-tune the network. They think that the noisy labels have been updated to clean labels. But according to our experiment, with the noisy rate increases, the updating framework cannot correct noisy labels adequately. Hence pure KL entropy cannot prevent the network from memorizing the noisy labels. Actually, we have found that mix-up entropy can be matched with the KL-divergence entropy to help network to resist the memorization of noisy labels.
Algorithm 1 Correct noisy labels
In [7] , Zhang.et.al. proposed a generic vicinal distribution called mix-up: The mix-up can be understood as a form of data augmentation. Due to we use linear interpolation of feature vector, mix-up will extend the data distribution and maintain the important feature for associated targets. Hence we introduce the mix-up into the finetuning step. According to the result of experiments in Section 4, we have found that mix-up matched with KL-divergence entropy can achieve higher test accuracy than pure KL-divergence entropy. is the schematic diagram after adding the mix-up layer. Due to we have corrected noisy labels in updating step, we can use the updated soft-labels as the image label. In a nutshell, this can be seen as an additional layer which can be shown in the Fig-2 . From the Fig-2(b) we can found that input image has been mixed to extract important feature of associated targets. The mix-up entropy can be calculated as, 
The overall framework
Similar to [6] , we implement our improved joint optimization framework through 2 steps.
Correct noisy labels: We first train the network with a fixed learning rate without correction for some epochs. It can be seen as the backbone training. We use Eq.(3) as the loss function. After it, we start to correct the noisy labels and continue to update parameters of network.
Fine-tuning: We train the same network with learning rate attenuation. In this step, we correct no labels. We use
as the loss function to reduce the interface of noisy labels.
Experiments
In order to illustrated the effectiveness of the proposed method, we test the method on both synthetic and real-world datasets: CIFAR-10 [12] and Clothing1M [4] . We implemented all the experiments by using Chainer framework [13] .
Datasets

CIFAR-10:
Following [3, 6] , we retained 10% of the training data for validation. Before load dataset, we need to correct true labels to achieve noisy dataset. We have to obtain two types noisy labels: symmetric noise and asymmetric noise. For symmetric noise setup, label noise is uniformly distributed among all class. Assume the noise rate is r , it means that the label is equal to ground -truth label with probability of 1 r  , or is equal to random one-hot vector with the probability of . It can be shown as follows:
, 1 m -,r
For asymmetric noise setup, the asymmetric noise is proposed in [16] . The noise labels were generated by mapping one class to similar class: truck automobile  , bird airplane  , deer house  and cat dog  . The probability of map is r .
Clothing1M:
Clothing1M is a real-world dataset. It is collected by Tong.et.al. [4] , it contains one million images of clothing. The dataset is crawled from online shopping websites. It has 14 classes including: T-shirt, shirt.et.al. It is reported by [4] that colthing1M has about 40% noise labels due to the label is generated by surrounding text of images which were provided by websites. In the dataset, some labels of images contain other similar classes which can be seen as asymmetric noise. However, there exist 50k, 14k, 10k clean samples for training, validation and testing, respectively. It needs to be noted that in this paper, we do not use those clean data to train.
Implementation
CIFAR-10:
For comparison, we use the same PreAct RestNet-32 [14] as the back bone network. For preprocessing, we do mean subtraction on image data. Next we perform horizontal random flip and 32 32  random crops after padding 4 pixels on each side on image data too. SGD is also used with a momentum of 0.9 on training. Its weight decay is -4 10 and we set batch size as 128. Following [3, 6] , the number of first training epochs is 200 and we start to correct noisy labels after 70 epochs.
In fine-tuning step, we train the network for 120 epochs. It is noted that in this step, we use a fixed learning rate of 0. The learning rate , , hyper-parameters of first step and  of fine-tuning step are shown in Table 1 . randomly. Then the horizontal random flip is applied. We used SGD with 0.9 momentum, a weight decay of -3 10 and batch size of 32.
In the first step we update the noisy labels from 1st epoch and the total training epoch is 10. We set the learning rate as . Following [6] , when updating ˆi y ,we use the average of all the past epochs' output.
In second step, we set =0.8  and train the network for 10 epochs after correcting noisy labels. The learning rate is set to -4 5 
10
 and divided by 10 after 5 epochs.
Results on CIFAR-10
We evaluated the performance of our method on CIFAR-10. All the settings are same as the description of Section 4.2. The results of symmetric noise on CIFAR-10 are shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 , the best means the scores of all epochs where the validation accuracy is optimal and last means the accuracy of last epoch. As comparison, for symmetric noise, we introduce the result of [3, 6] and conventional cross entropy loss. It is obviously that our method obtains the overall better accuracy on CIFAR-10 with symmetric noise. However, as shown in row #4, the best epoch test accuracy is little larger than last epoch compared with row #2 and #3. It seems that our method overfitting to noise, but actually the epoch with the best test accuracy was close to the last epoch. It demonstrates that network has obtain the optimal solution, so the network starts to oscillate. I think this is the next research direction for me. For asymmetric noise, we compared results with forward loss [5] , CNN-CRF [16] and [3, 6] . The Table 3 shows the results of above methods. It is obviously that our method achieves nearly all best test accuracy except when noise rate is 10%. However, when noise rate is 10%, the test accuracy is better than other methods except row #4. It demonstrates our view that when the noise is higher, the mixture loss method can get better performance. Fig.3 shows the test accuracy of fine-tuning steps with different noise. From the Fig.3 , we can find that our method is not prone to overfitting noise. Table 2 and Table 3 , it is obviously that when the noise rate is higher, the performance of our method is better. So we can say that our method has a better resistance to noise effect. In the next section, we will show the performance of our method with real-world noisy dataset.
Results on Clothing1M
We perform our method on Clothing1M, which is a real-world dataset. It can be seen as the dataset with asymmetric noise.
The results are shown in Table 4 . For comparison, we only obtain the best test accuracy during the experiments. Rows #1 and #2 were reported by [5] , and rows #3, #4 are reported by [6] and [3] , respectively. It needs to be noted that we only use the noisy set instead of the clean subset. The forward method needs to obtain the confusion matrix of clean and noisy labels which is not available. The PENCIL needs to determine if the noise rate is high. The method of Tanaka et.al. is the basis of our method, but it is obviously that test accuracy of our method is better than it. Our improved method achieved 2% higher than that of Tanaka.et.al. [6] , 0.2% than that of PENCIL [3] and 4% than that of forward method [5] . 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a improved framework based on joint optimization framework [6] . This new framework introduces the mix-up entropy which can match with KLdivergence well. We adapted label probability distributions to update the noisy labels, then we use the updated label to train the network with mix-up entropy which obtain better result than other methods. The proposed framework is easy to deploy and independent of any networks. We perform our method on synthetic noise of CIFAR-10 and one real-world dataset clothing1M, it is obviously that our method outperforms current state-of-the-art method.
